Mellon College of Science

Science Jam

Calling all MCS graduate students and post-docs!

Come present your research to your peers in a fun, friendly, and fast-paced environment. Meet members of other departments and speak or hear about research in all the sciences.

Wednesday, March 7 | 5:00-7:00 PM
MI Conference Room (MI-348)

The Rules for the Talks:
• Should be understood by people outside your field/department
• No impenetrable abbreviations, acronyms, or jargon
• 5 minute hard limit with (soft) buzzer
• Present the BIG IDEA behind your research; try not to get lost in the weeds
• Label all your plots and make sure they can be read and understood

If you want to be a speaker, email Scott Dodelson, sdodelso@andrew.cmu.edu, or use this link: https://goo.gl/WqKp2f

Pizza and beer during intermission!